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made in Italy

ENGLISH



Grizzly 600M / Grizzly 600 T is a swinging table circular saw bench with electric 
engine. Compared to the Yoghi machine, this saw bench is more resistant and 
so it is perfect for an everyday use and it allows to cut big 
quantities of wood without many physical efforts and in ex-
treme safety. The Grizzly 600M model is equipped with a 3HP 
single-phase engine; the Grizzly 600T model is equipped with 
a 3HP three-phase engine. Both models are equipped with a 
Ø 600 steel blade. This machine, safe, reliable and robust, is 

completely built with high quality materials in Italy, respecting 
European standards and it gives priority to security with a 
special attention to practicality. Thanks to its powerful engine, 
this saw bench allows to do 22 cm cuts; this machine will allow 

the operator to work quickly and 
easily, improving the operational 
efficiency of your business.
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      Blade

Optional
   Table 

       saw     
  Extension

Minimum-tension reel : in case of  black out, it pre-
vents the automatic restart of  the machine; it must 
be activated using the special switch.
Thermal : in case of  engine overheating (due to 
an inadequate current or to excessive workload) 
it stops the machine working, avoiding damage to 
the engine.
Emergency brake : the machine is equipped with a 
life saving device. As required by European rules, 
by pressing the emergency button, the blade stops 
within ten seconds.
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Model Diameter
Blade

Max 
Dimensions

Cutting
depth Working Table Supply Weight

                 
(mm) LxBxH - (mm) (mm) (mm) (Kg)

Grizzly 600 M Ø 600 1450x850x1100 220 Basculante 850x265
Electric motor

134
3,0 HP 2,2 kW 220V

Grizzly 600 T Ø 600 1600x850x1120 220 Basculante 850x370
Electric motor

136
4,0 HP 3 kW 380V

Actuation 
Handle

! Directive Machines 2006/42/CE !

Lock Wheels Carter Protection
Blade

Anti-rotation


